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About This Content

Defeat your rivals in the frozen terrain of Ultimum Chasma, navigate the winding passes of Margaritifer Sinus, cross the
trenches of Cerberus Fossae, and more! This map pack adds over 30 new maps to Skirmish and Multiplayer games. Designed by

a planetary geologist, these maps model the actual Martian surface in each of the red planet’s regions and will add plenty of
depth to your Offworld experience.
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 10 / 8.1 / 7

Processor: 1.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo / 2.0 GHz AMD Athlon X2 64

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800 GT / ATI Radeon HD 3870 / Intel HD Graphics 4600

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card:

English,German,Russian,Korean,Simplified Chinese,French,Polish
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The monsters look great including the thumbnanil. Controls, animation, and sounds are bad.
Recommendation: If it's cheap, give it a try!. Magnibox is a great puzzle game!

The puzzles are tough, but fare. You are taught everything you need to know solve the puzzle but Joseph Gribbin doesn't hold
your hand throughout all the puzzles. I've made it through the first world (and was greeted with fireworks on a cute world
complete screen), and have nearly completed the second. I can't wait to see what's in store in the remaining 6 worlds!

The atmosphere created by the art style and music is also a plus. It is very cute and nice \u2013 a great positive input to plug into
when you want a break the not so cute and not so nice things in your life.. Fun and addicting game to play with friends. It's like a
2D version of Diablo though not as complex when it comes to developing your character, still it is fun min-maxing stats to get
the right type of combat and feel for your character whether that's absurdly high cooldown reduction or devastatingly high
attack-fueled strikes.. Its ok for the price just dont poke my right eye out ok?. revised review - while this is great fun it really
needs a high-score table and proper level progression ( I got 10 easy levels in a row with no laser in sight) at least - still worth the
cash for the fun though.
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I do like the game, the graphics are quite charming and lucky me, I had no problems with faulty controls or buggy gameplay but
still, this game DOES have some mayor flaws. Thanks to those flaws a recommendation for this game is out of question. I would
love to but not until the puplisher fixed some things.

1: Just a couple of NPC with just a handfull of quests each. I wasn't even halfway through the game but I already ran out of
quests. A few more NPC's and a ton more quests would be a real improvement.

2: No change in scenery- you have only two places to go, your planet and a little bit of the ice planet plus a teeny tiny bit of
fighting on another spaceship, that's it. So things get quite dull, especially with nothing to do but getting bored.

3: Not enough to do - You plant your crops, you plant your trees (a few of those trees/bushes are just plain useless, for example
the arccorn (?) it has no use at all so why is it in the game?) You run around and pray for enemies to invade your planet before
you die of boredom. I actually started to use the chicks for meteor target-practice and tried to burn down my house by
bombarding it with said meteors.

4: No depth - neither the story nor the NPC's have any depth, they are as shallow as can be.

I do hope the puplisher has some mayor updates planned, this game needs those badly.. The overall puzle design is really good, it
knows not only to be creative with its elements but also to do it the fun way. Ironic that what I found much less funny than
playing is hearing the character who is supposed to be funny and will never shut up.. looked rly interesting but.......nopeeee
dont like the prologue
dont like the start

but i do like the art style and music. A great puzzle/platformer that is well worth the retail price!
The art/animation is adorable, the soundtrack fits the game well and is very atmospheric/enjoyable. Tons of well-designed
levels, some very simple while others are rather head-scratching if you are trying to get all the Storage Device items. Be
prepared to witness tons of violent robot deaths... The gravity turning element can be somewhat dizzying and certainly takes
some getting used to. Poor Rescue Robot must have died 100 times because I shifted gravity left when I should have gone
right... The jumping/psychics of the gameplay also takes some getting used to... the robot seems to "moon jump" which is
appropriate considering the game takes place in a space station, with lots of sliding when landing, and momentum to account for
when timing the jump. It does not detract from the game, but adds to the challenge.
Definitely worth playing if you are a fan of 2D indie puzzle/platformers.. One of the best narrative experiences that I've had so
far in VR. Makes me really excited for the future of story based adventure gaming in VR. Highly recommended.. I dare you to
mark diagonally ^^
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